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Abstract

Hydraulic simulation models of water distribution networks are routinely used for op-
erational investigations and network design purposes. However, their full potential is
often never realised because, in the majority of cases, they have been calibrated with
data collected manually from the field during a single historic time period and, as such,5

reflect the network operational conditions that were prevalent at that time, and they are
then applied as part of a reactive, desktop investigation. In order to use a hydraulic
model to assist proactive distribution network management its element asset informa-
tion must be up to date and it should be able to access current network information
to drive simulations. Historically this advance has been restricted by the high cost of10

collecting and transferring the necessary field measurements. However, recent innova-
tion and cost reductions associated with data transfer is resulting in collection of data
from increasing numbers of sensors in water supply systems, and automatic transfer
of the data to point of use. This means engineers potentially have access to a constant
stream of current network data that enables a new era of “online” modelling that can be15

used to continually assess standards of service compliance for pressure and reduce
the impact of network events, such as mains bursts, on customers. A case study is
presented here that shows how an online modelling system can give timely warning
of changes from normal network operation, providing capacity to minimise customer
impact.20

1 Introduction

The day to day operation of a water supply system is managed by skilled staff that use
their experience and expert judgement to adjust control elements such as pumps and
valves to ensure customer demands on the systems are met (regulatory compliance),
and to minimise energy costs. As water use tends to follow repeatable patterns the25

operators understand what is required for normal operation but, when an unplanned
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event such as a burst main occurs, they often have to respond in a reactive manner,
usually with scant information provided by contact from customers already impacted by
the event. Because water companies are constantly striving to improve standards of
service delivery and increased customer satisfaction, there is a need to shift from this
reactive approach to a more proactive management strategy. One of the tools that can5

be used to help accomplish this shift is an online hydraulic network simulation model.
Network simulation software provides the capability to mathematically replicate the

nonlinear dynamics of a water distribution network by solving the governing set of
quasi-steady state hydraulic equations that include conservation of mass and conser-
vation of energy elements. Hydraulic simulation software is in widespread use within10

the water industry for strategic supply analysis, design of control strategies, network
extensions, and maintenance planning. A number of off the shelf packages are avail-
able that allow tailor made simulation models to be constructed for a water companies
specific requirement. Popular packages include EPANET (US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency), AQUIS (7T), Infoworks (Wallingford software), and SynerGEE (Advan-15

tica). These simulation software packages enable the implementation of mathematical
models of a water distribution networks that combine the physical laws governing the
networks with the equations that relate pressure and flow for each operational element.

The design of distribution networks using these software packages has developed
from trial and error to, more recently, the use of various forms of optimization, including20

genetic algorithms (e.g. Dandy et al., 1996). Tools of this type are offline in nature
as, although very efficient, the computational burden is often large. Real time, near
optimal control using hydraulic modelling is still somewhat impractical for large water
distribution networks because of the computational burden such optimization imposes,
and alternative approaches are being developed. Bhattacharya et al. (2003) proposed25

an ANN (Artificial Neural network) with reinforcement learning which could learn to
replicate the optimal control strategy (based on capturing operator experience). Rao
and Salomons (2007) developed a GA (Genetic Algorithm) and an ANN model for
capturing the knowledge base of an EPANET model and consequently producing a
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near optimal solution for control settings under dynamic conditions (with 1 h SCADA
updates).

For any hydraulic model to be useful to operators it should contain accurate element
physical characteristic information and be calibrated, by adjusting the model variable
parameters until field measurement and model simulation results are in reasonable5

agreement, so that it accurately reflects the true operational characteristics of the net-
work. This process generally requires a considerable amount of data, for example,
around 14 days of measured flow and pressure from the network, which has tradi-
tionally been collected manually, and manipulation of model variables. Kapelan et
al. (2000) reviews calibration models. Koppel and Vassiljev (2008) illustrate the cali-10

bration problem with a case study.
Some preliminary efforts have been made to link hydraulic simulation models with

online data from telemetry systems for operational purposes (Skipworth et al., 1999;
Orr et al., 1999). The idea was to associate a well calibrated network hydraulic model
with a SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) system that populated a15

database with near real time measurements of flow and pressure from strategic points
in the network that could be accessed by a simulation model. However, data was
transmitted via telephone lines and wired modems which frequently could not connect
to some of the data loggers in the network. The system was slow and suffered data
corruption problems. Also, because every data logger had to be contacted individually20

via a telephone call to obtain a single, current reading, the time required to gather data
from all the loggers was significant thereby introducing data “skew” that could affect
simulation results.

This paper describes an online hydraulic simulation model and demonstrates its po-
tential by showing details of a flow event detected in one case study network DMA25

(Distribution Management Areas). It is shown that a sufficiently accurate online model
may be used to detect hydraulic events such as bursts and if correctly configured, such
a model can also detect illegal hydrant or valve operations, and monitor standards of
service levels for pressure.
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2 Conventional modelling of distribution networks

A conventional distribution network simulation model is comprised of static asset infor-
mation including pipe lengths, diameters, connectivity, and network topography; and
information about dynamic parameters, for example, the distribution of demand, and
elements such as pumps, reservoirs and valves. Most contemporary modelling pack-5

ages in current use utilise models that include every main down to the level of, but not
including, customer service pipes. Standard daily time-varying demand relationships
are estimated for different customer types, and these are summed and allocated at pipe
junctions (nodes) according to the distribution of customers. The models are normally
used to simulate flows and pressures over a fixed (normalised data from a specific10

date) 24 h period which provides enough information to be suitable for purpose. Since
their advent, these complex calibrated models have predominantly been used for leak-
age management and control, specifically for splitting distribution networks into discrete
DMAs, the design of pressure reduction schemes, and the location of substantial leaks
during model calibration exercises.15

3 Online modelling of distribution networks

An online simulation model requires the same information as a conventional model,
but uses current, near real time data for boundary conditions; the simulation initial
parameter values at key locations. Rather than simulate a fixed 24 h period as con-
ventional models, an online models is most useful to the operator if it provides the20

latest period of operation and ideally a look ahead for likely performance in the next
few hours, based on extrapolation of current performance with respect to the original
offline model. An online model can calculate the current network status and status
for the next few time steps based on current measurements and the inbuilt predicted
demand patterns. Complex models can have hundreds of measurements imposed as25

simulation boundary conditions at the inlets and outlets of DMAs, service reservoirs
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and pumping stations, in fact, anywhere that flow or pressure is measured in the real
network. In order to simulate the current hydraulic state of a network, demand con-
straints within the model are relaxed and their adjustment allows for a solution to be
calculated that matches the measured hydraulic conditions.

4 The online model5

This paper presents an online model using the Aquis 1.47 (7T) software. The model
is driven by near real-time flow and pressure data gathered using GPRS communi-
cation technologies that downloaded data with a 15 min sample interval every 30 min.
This GPRS technology includes accurate time stamping, irrespective of any intermit-
tent communication errors, that ensures no data skewing occurs across measurement10

sites. The full area covered by the online hydraulic model includes a large area of
a town of 160 000 people (approximately 25 500 properties) and is supplied with 77
near real time measurements. It comprises 16 DMAs, 4 service reservoirs, 2 pumping
stations, 9081 pipes and 8571 nodes. Figure 1 shows the geographical extent of the
model.15

4.1 Model construction and calibration

A conventional network simulation model calculates a hydraulic solution under a set of
constraints which correspond to an estimated distribution of demand for an idealized
24 h period. During calibration, even low accuracy data will produce an apparently sen-
sible, if not wholly accurate solution. For an online simulation, with numerous hydraulic20

flow and pressure boundary conditions imposed, these constraints are relaxed, leading
to the requirement for a higher degree of accuracy both in the model calibration proce-
dure and the online flow and pressure measurements. Hence, the first requirement for
an online model is for an accurate representation of the network and a well calibrated
conventional hydraulic model. For the work reported here the calibrated conventional25
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offline model was built by consultants on behalf of the water company. Once a suitable
conventional hydraulic model has been produced, it is necessary to connect it for on-
line operation. This is achieved by a SCADA system to provide the flow and pressure
data for simulation boundary conditions, and a data management system that checks
data status and pre-processes it in preparation for use in the model.5

4.2 Data route and interfacing

Field data from the logger and GPRS system was automatically forwarded via FTP
to a server at the University and a windows service automatically copied the files to a
file store. DataManager, an online database application for configuring, pre-processing
and administering the raw data for use with AQUIS, accessed the stored files and trans-10

ferred them into an integral MS Access database where all flow and pressure time se-
ries used by the online model are stored. The online model was linked to the database
and a data pre-processor then checked the raw data against defined parameters for
missing or corrupt data. Where data was missing or corrupt, a data emulation module
replaced it with last, default, or average value as instructed by operator defined rules.15

On completion of the pre-processing, the data was imposed as boundary conditions
for simulations at the appropriate nodes/pipes within the model.

4.3 Example event

As stated above an online model has been successfully created for a significant net-
work area. In order to tangibly demonstrate the capabilities of the online model atten-20

tion is focused on a single DMA where an unusual event is known to have occurred.
The DMA used for the selected example is a semi rural DMA with customers concen-

trated at the north end. For the purposes of the results reported here, a single DMA
model was extracted from the full online model with real time data for the DMA inlet
and export flows streamed into the model and imposed as simulation boundary condi-25

tions using DataManager. The model was then checked to confirm that under “normal”
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conditions the online simulation results were comparable to those produced by the con-
ventional hydraulic model, at the time of calibration. This confirmed that under normal
operational flow conditions the online model produced output that accurately reflected
the actual pressure conditions found in the real network. Figure 2 shows a network plot
with pressure overlay, and the locations of the imposed flows under normal operational5

conditions.
During a period of operations a fire hydrant was opened producing a flow to waste of

approximately 3 l/s, this was confirmed by an Artificial Intelligence based alert system
running concurrently (Mounce and Boxall, 2010). Figure 3 shows the flow and pressure
changes that occurred during the event and some details of the timings.10

Figure 3 shows that increased flow and decreased pressure was measured by the
instruments associated with the selected DMA, this is interpreted to infer that a hydrant
was opened at 21:30 26/6/08. The hydrant opening was detected at 9 a.m. by the AI
system the following morning and estimated the event flow to be 2.8 l/s (the AI system
operates on a twelve hour window). The alert was noted in the water company control15

room and a field operative sent to investigate. The hydrant was subsequently found, in
the DMA downstream of the one presented here, and closed at 15:00 h.

Following the identification and characterization of the event the online hydraulic
model was used in historic mode to test its capability to detect the event by “replaying”
the time series data gathered at the time to predict the flow and pressure changes20

throughout the selected DMA. The online model effectively simulated the flow increases
into and out of the DMA from 06:00 and simulated the pressure effect of the event within
the DMA. Figures 4 to 6 show the effects of the event propagating through the DMA as
simulated by the model.

This sequence of figures illustrates that the online model can show the effects of25

the event on the pressures throughout the network. Each figure is a picture of current
network status generated using SCADA data specific to the times shown on the slides
i.e. Fig. 7 is generated by the model using SCADA data measured at 11:00 imposed
as simulation boundary conditions. With the SCADA and modelling system current
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configuration, the operator would have seen these screen views (operator screens)
about an hour after the event. It is perfectly feasible however to gather and transfer
data, and carry out the simulation, inside a 15 min window. As the effects last several
hours this would allow sufficient time to warn customers or, if possible, make network
changes to limit or even protect customers from the effects.5

5 Conclusions

Online simulation models require a continuous feed of flow and pressure data from the
real network being simulated. Advances in communications technologies have made
it viable to transfer such data directly from network instrumentation to the point of use
at a frequency suitable to be of practical use. Simulation results presented here have10

demonstrated that such an online model can provide early warning of the magnitude
of effect in each pipe in a network and hence on customer service. This capability
enables models to simulate and report current network hydraulic state which can be
monitored to detect network events such as burst mains and respond to events in a
proactive and timely manner.15

Online simulation of a water distribution network provides a tool that can offer signif-
icant operational benefit. It allows network operators to progress beyond the reactive
and develop a more proactive approach to network management. The early effects of
a network event such as a burst main can be detected at an early stage which, in turn,
can allow network operators to minimize the later effects and sometimes pre-empt and20

avoid many standards of service failures by manipulating valves, providing an alterna-
tive supply or making other appropriate operational change. Pressure effects on every
pipe in a network can be captured to gather knowledge about which customers were
affected by an event and for how long.
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Fig. 1. Online model geographical extent showing all pips, background map
and DMA boundaries.
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DMA A export

DMA A inlet

Fig. 2. Example DMA network plot with normal pressure overlay.
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Fig. 3. Details of event as reported by Artificial Intelligence based alert system.
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Pressure starts to drop above PRV

Fig. 4. Pressure effect of event at 06:00.
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Pressure drop starts to spread
to rest of DMA

Fig. 5. Pressure effect of event at 08:00.
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Pressure drop affects entire DMA

Pressure drop at DG2s

Fig. 6. Pressure effect of event at 11:00.
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